
Five Reasons to Give:

ANYONE | ANYTIME | ANYWHERE
EDUCATION

VA I L CHR I S T I AN H I GH SCHOO L

SUPPORT I NG OUR M I S S I ON OF EXCE L L ENCE & I NNOVAT I ON



At Vail Christian High School, we strive

to provide a synchronized classroom

experience, whether home or campus-

based. With our Saints Virtual Community

in place and recent investment in high-tech

classrooms, we are innovators in education

and will continue reaching toward our

mission of excellence to serve our students

and Saints community at the highest level.

Innovators in Education



A next-generation and all-in-one classroom solution, enabling instruction

and enhancing interaction for an                                                           learning

experience that prepares students with real-world skills for college and

career readiness in a tech-rich landscape.

Each of our 17                       classrooms delivers real-time, highly-qualified

instruction with a heavy dose of community and fellowship, promoting

participation and presence.

Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere

ANYONE | ANYTIME | ANYWHERE
EDUCATION

What exactly is it?

High-Tech



DTEN

award-winning, all-in-one, video conferencing solution for

unparalleled collaboration, whiteboarding and content sharing

Components of Saints High-tech Classrooms

Other Hardware: cameras, mics, speakers, A/V cabling, stands and displays

Software: integrated Zoom Room with lesson recording

Infrastructure: upgraded high-speed bandwidth and Wi-Fi

Smart cameras and mics follow all the action in the classroom and a smart

whiteboard with multi-participant interaction unifies in-person, and

at-home students making teacher-to-student and student-to-student

interaction real, and real simple



Technical Details of Saints

High-tech Classrooms



Because an
investment
in technology
is an investment
in our future
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Please consider a gift or pledge so students receive an
educational experience that is flexible, allowing them to
see, hear and fully interact with their teachers and fellow
students in the real classroom, even if they are learning
from home or anywhere. 

Parents receive the confidence that their student is
engaged and receiving the best educational
experience, from wherever they are.

Vail Christian High School increases our reach to
students who may not be able to consistently attend
in-person such as elite athletes, international and
multi-city families, or middle or high school students
looking to take a la carte or supplemental courses.

Reason to Give #1:

Flexibility



The global pandemic has caused us to respond
and become innovative with solutions to provide
high-tech, high-end, and high-touch distance
learning opportunities.

For forward progress, we realize that what we do
today, is truly for tomorrow. With your help, VCHS
will become leaders - pushing the frontline of
education to the next level and taking learning
into the future.

Reason to Give #2:

Future & Forward Progress



Forging the path as the first high school in Colorado
to implement the DTEN system, Vail Christian High
School has been fearless to step up to the forefront
of education. 

Your gift or pledge will help us faithfully serve our
students - Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere.

Reason to Give #3:

First & Fearless



This solution provides easy installation and
implementation, allowing teachers to focus on what
they have always done best in traditional classrooms,
delivering lessons at the highest level and making real
connections with their students. Instruction is then
enhanced through interactive content sharing.

Different access, same high-level instruction. This is
live, this is real. Help make it happen for one of our 17
classrooms and the teachers who use them.

Reason to Give #4:

Faculty

Kristin Baker
Sandra Burner

Melinda Carlson
Heidi Cofelice

Camille Cooper
J.J. Cunningham

Brian Hall
Lori Hixon

Sarah Hochtl
Tyler Jager

Mindy Larson
Scott Leonard

Chris Lukanich
Daniel Mysnyk
Laura Nowicki
Pete Nowicki

Steve O'Neil
Denae O'Neil

Jim Pyke
Donna Robinson 
Stephanie Ward

JD Webster
Barbara Wilson



Do it for our students and Saints community. So we
can be together, even when we must be apart.

When a student is learning virtually, they can still fully
participate and feel a greater sense of presence.  They
truly are immersed in the classroom with their friends
and teachers, making memories, experiencing
fellowship, and learning together.

Reason to Give #5:

Fellowship & Friendship



Timeline

September  2020

delivery, installation

and faculty training in

high-tech classrooms

October  2020

fundraising with goal

of 100% participation

from board, faculty,

and parents

The  future  is

Now !



Each Classroom requires an investment of $10,000. Support one
of our 23 fearless faculty members and their students (priceless)
by choosing to adopt one of 17 full solution high-tech
classrooms, or contribute towards our investment in DTENs,
cameras, microphones, stands, A/V cables, and increased
Internet bandwidth.

We are grateful for your gifts that help us deliver an Anyone,
Anytime, Anywhere education. 

$10,000
Full Solution

High-Tech Classroom

$500
Stands

$5,000
DTEN

$2,000
Cameras

$1,000
Microphones

$250
Increased Internet

Bandwidth

Other Amount

It's Tangible. Choose to Give or Pledge at any Level

$100
A/V Cables

Anyone, Anytime,
Anywhere Fund 
Give or Pledge Now 

https://vchs.org/getting-involved/
https://vchs.org/getting-involved/
https://vchs.org/getting-involved/
https://vchs.org/getting-involved/
https://vchs.org/getting-involved/


The best way to predict the
future is to create it.

-Abraham Lincoln



Student
“It actually looks like we’re in the classroom. It looks like
we’re sitting at a desk and we can see the board. I’m able to
interact more with my classmates. You can really talk to
each other as if we’re both in the classroom together…
all of it seems like we could actually be at school.”

Teacher
“I’m now able to interact with the students at home just
like I would with the students in the classroom. I hear their
voices and they see and hear everything in the classroom.
They may be at home, but they're still in class.”

Parent
”I love the flexibility. Our kids have genuine teacher and
classmate interactions, and are able to have the best
remote learning experience possible.”

Testimonials



The first weeks at school have gone very well. The results of our
preparations have been solid. We enter the year debt free, with
ownership of our campus, and with above historical attendance; all
trends we see continuing. Our team is healthy, our students are
excited, and our mission matters more than ever. VCHS is committed
to excellence and improving in today’s new reality; not just trying to
“get back to normal.” 

We will serve our team, your family, and our community to expand our
connection, impact, and reach to deliver a world-class and seamless
faith, college, and life preparation education that is a firm rock amidst
uncertainty. The entire team at Vail Christian continues to do its part
to ready VCHS for success while relying upon the Lord for His good
result.

As part of our preparations, our investment in technology helps us
consistently deliver on our mission, regardless of whether we
(teachers, students, groups of students, or our full school) are required
to be off-campus for one day, one week, or longer. This is our
commitment. Thank you for being a central part of our mission.

Board of Directors, Vail Christian High School

From the

Board of

Directors



Most Importantly

our Mission
Equipping mind, body, and spirit for lives

of purpose, service, and leadership.

guided by our Values 

Faith- Trust in God centered in Jesus Christ
Excellence- The pursuit of becoming better than
we once were, never ordinary but extra-ordinary

Character- Qualities such as love, kindness,
respect and integrity

Community- A Vail Christian family known for 
its inward and outward expression of love

to achieve our Vision 
We have an exceptional faculty, a strong and healthy
student body, and institutional strength. Our students

and graduates are known for their Christian commitment

and character, entrepreneurial spirit, creativity, and ability
to solve complex, real-world problems. Operating within

a Christian atmosphere based on love and respect, we

achieve our vision through a laser focus on experiential
learning, initiatives that connect local and global

resources, and a highly customized education to best
optimize each student’s full potential.



Steve O'Neil, Head of School
Vail Christian High School

31621 Hwy 6
Edwards, CO 81632

Phone Number
970-926-3015

Email Address
soneil@vchsweb.org

Let's Connect!

Anyone, Anytime,
Anywhere Fund 
Give or Pledge Now 

https://vchs.org/getting-involved/
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